National ‘Food Day’ commemorated

by Mary Mangove
Senior Staff Reporter

The Notre Dame World Hunger Coalition and InPrIng will commemorate national ‘Food Day’ today with “a series of consciousness-raising events,” Dr. Susan G. Cook, Coalition coordinator announced yesterday.

Today’s activities will include a food banner, a seminar, a rice and tea display, a panel discussion with Notre Dame faculty and a campus-wide ‘Food Day’ banquet.

Food Day begins with a food banner from 11:30 to 1:00 in the Knights of Columbus building and from 4:00 to 6:15 at the St. Mary’s site. At both meals, Coalition members will present slides and distribute literature from Underdeveloped Countries, from 2:30 until 4 in the library auditorium, according to Allen’s explanation.

“The audience can be expected to be highly informed of the need for genetic diversity,” Allen said.

Rice and Tea Meals will be held on both campuses, from 5 to 6:30 in the Knights of Columbus building and from 4:00 to 6:15 at the St. Mary’s site. At both meals, Coalition members will present slides and distribute literature.

Food Day banquet will be held in the We Friday Night Fast Dining Hall on February 24. According to Dr. Allen, the Coalition will be distributing t-shirts and buttons to students for the ‘Food Day’ event.

The Coalition has approximately 50 members, according to Dr. Allen.

Lowenstein lectures on abuse of power, Kennedy shootings

by Maureen Flynn

The Faculty Senate last night passed a statement which effectively opposes a federal insurance policy change that eliminates evening examinations. According to the new policy, multi-sectional courses will be scheduled for Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursdays, and the BT10 class will be scheduled for the regular class schedule.

The decision, which takes effect next semester, is said to maximize the number of courses that a student can take in one semester.

When contacted last night, Burchell explained the policy change by saying, “We’re basically trying to curtail the number of exams for students.

One possible result of the change may be an increase in the number of student complaints and the number of tests given. Burchell comment that, “Students should not be left to the teachers to decide.”

Lowenstein lectures on abuse of power, Kennedy shootings...
Two hostages released

MANILA, The Philippines - Three hijackers holding 73 hostages aboard a Philippine Airlines jet agreed this morning to free a mother and her air force information officer Lt. Col. Pablo Goxeantes reported.

On Campus Today

- 8:30 am  
  - seminar, "emerging women in society," sponsored by women's management club and business administration.

- 9 am - 5 pm
  - workshop, painting workshop by Don King, western michigan university, fieldhouse.

- 11 am - 3 pm
  - bazaar, food day bazaar, booth on south quad.

- 12:15 pm
  - mass, lafortune ballroom.

- 2 pm
  - seminar, "personal experiences in underdeveloped countries," sponsored by world hunger coalition, library aud.

- 3:30 pm
  - computer course, "using the calcopol plotter," room 415, computer math-building.

- 3:30 pm
  - coffee hour, n.d. faculty women will host a coffee hour for all n.d. graduate women, library lounge.

- 4 pm
  - lecture, "direct and prompt indirect ionization of chlorine and sulfuric ions in H2O and H2O by pulse radiolysis," by Dr. William H. Hamill, sponsored by radiation laboratory, n.d. conference room, radiation research center.

- 4 pm

- 4:30 pm
  - colloquium, "real closures of commutative rings and algebraic varieties," by oral mandel, professor emeritus, univ. of regensburg, germany, sponsored by math dept., room 22s, computer-center math-building.

- 5 pm
  - meal, rice and tea meal, sponsored by world hunger coalition, knights of columbus hldg.

- 5:15 pm
  - even-song vespers, log chapel.

- 7:30 pm
  - basketball, harlem globetrotters, acc.

- 8 pm

- 9 $ 0 pm
  - civil rights lecture, "racist dangers and civil rights values," by prof. derrick bell, gd. harvard law school, sponsored by civil rights center, cce.

- 9:15 pm
  - recital, student piano recital - anne france, sponsored by music dept., little theater.

- 10 pm
  - mass, fr frank quintman, celebrant, sponsored by world hunger coalition, sacred heart church.

*The Observer*

Sen. Harris stops campaigning

WASHINGTON AP - Former Oklahoman Sen. Harris has decided to withdraw from active campaigning for the Democratic presidential nomination, sources said yesterday.

Harris will remain a declared candidate and will continue to seek the nomination at the Democratic National Convention in New York in July, the sources said.

But they said all of his active campaigning for votes in the remaining Democratic primary elections will cease.

At Civil Rights series

Bell to talk on racial remediation

Havard Law School Professor Derrick A. Bell, Jr. will be the featured speaker at the Fifth Annual Civil Rights Lecture series this week. He will speak on "Racial Remediation: A Re-analysis of Motivation and Benefit" tonight at 8 p.m. at the Center for Continuing Education Auditorium and Friday, April 9 at 2 p.m. at the same place.

Thursday’s lecture will be on "Racial Remedies and Civil Rights Values" and Friday’s on "Re-formulating Racial Strategies for Survival and Acculturation." The lecture series is dedicated to Dr. Theodore Hesburgh, C.S.C., president of Notre Dame and former chairman of the Civil Rights Commission, who will introduce Bell.

Bell is the fifth distinguished lecturer of the annual lecture series. Past lecturers were former Carberry to lecture through Germany

Dr. James J. Carberry, professor of chemical engineering at the University of Notre Dame, will present a plenary lecture on "Experimental Determination of Reaction Reaction Parameters," at the Ninth International Symposium on Chemical Reaction Engineering at Heidelberg, Germany, this week. Following the symposium, he will visit several European universities to lecture on recent research of his. The research which he has conducted with Dr. George C. Kuczynski, professor of metallurgical engineering, is beginning April 12. Carberry will lecture at the Rijksuniversiteit Gent, Belgium; the Max Planck Institute, Stuttgart, Germany; the University of Erlangen, Germany; the Politecnico, Milan, Italy, and the University of Naples, Italy.

A graduate of Notre Dame, Carberry received his doctorate in chemical engineering from Yale University. He is now a research engineer at the DuPont Experimental Station before joining the Notre Dame faculty in 1961.

0' Brian captures chess tournament

The sixth annual Observer Chess Tournament came to a close this weekend with Padraig O'Brian finishing in the top position with an undefeated record. A graduate mathematics student, O'Brian compiled for a record three wins and a draw. Jay Polk, a law student, came in second with a 3-1 record. Senior Jerry Mondello finished in third place followed by Jeff Row, John Newcomer, John Maxwell and Tom Lueck.
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MORRIS CIVIC AUDITORIUM  
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Candiates preparing for possible showdown

Jimmy Carter, Henry M. Jack-
son and Adlai E. Stevenson II—
the candidates who wake up a loser—
plunged without prior warning into the campaign for Pennsylva-
nia's presidential primary, a contest
that could be their Democratic
downdraft.

There are other candidates wait-
ing to test them later, and there is
S. Robert Humphrey, hiding his
name and looking for running
room after the primary season is
over.

Governor Edmund G. Brown, Jr.,
 bidding to test the m late r, an d
there is no show down
in California.

Senator Hubert H. Humphrey, run-
in second in the New Hampshire pri-
mary after the first primary victory
in a state in which a Democratic
candidate was expected to win
the nomination.

The Carter landslide has been stopped.

Jackson won a commanding, 104-
vote share of the Democratic
delegates awarded in Tuesday's
New Hampshire primary, and he said
he would have more votes from nom-

Carter won Tuesday's Wisconsin
presidential primary with 37 per-
tent of the vote, edging Udall, who
held a premature victory celebra-
tion election night. Early yester-
day, late-count ballots turned
ing things around.

Carter had gone to bed in
Milwaukee talking as though he
had been defeated, although he
ever conceded. He got up to tell
his supporters: "We're No. 1" and
thenowed the newspaper with a banner
telegram saying he had been
upset.

And we won anyhow," the
former Georgia governor said.

For the candidates, it was a right of
disappointment. "Oh, how sweet
it is," the Arizona congressman
said when he was leading in the
primary vote count and proun-
cised in victory in the projects
ABC and NBC. It would have been
his first primary victory, in a state
in which a Democratic candidate
was expected to win the nomination.

The sweetness didn't last.

Stopped handwag,ag

Nonetheless, Udall said that he
had stopped the Carter handwag-
ning with his 33 percent of the vote, just
behind Carter.

"It was practically a dead heat in
Wisconsin," he told United Auto
Workers Union officials in Detroit.

If Carter had his way, his people
would have wiped me out. But
there are still 22 primaries to go.

This election is going to be won
or lost in the big industrial states,
and Carter's record is not great in
them," he said. "The Carter
landslide has been stopped."

Jackson won a commanding, 104-
vote share of the Democratic
delegates awarded in Tuesday's
New Hampshire primary, and he said
he would have more votes from nom-

tally uncommitted delegates.

In Tuesday's New Hampshire
primary system offered a test among
delegates, listed with their candidate preferences. But


Student Union committee
names five new officers

by John Pauloll
and
Barb Langbhen
Staff Reporters

Ken Ricci, student union director
and chairman of the committee of
the Student Union has announced the
two new members of the officers, two
fitting newly created positions.

The new Student Life Commissioner is Genny Burke. As Service
Commissioner, Genny is in charge of Student Union events including
summer storage, on-campus mail and parking services.

"Most of the work for the
Services Commission comes at the
beginning and end of each semi-

Marianne Morgan will be the
new Student Union Comptroller.
As comptroller, she must keep a
record of each committee's finances.

She also maintains financial control of the Student
Union. Marianne has been Assist-
ant Comptroller for the Services
Commission for the past two years.

C ouncil, the
students have a
right to know where their money is going.

Carter had his way, his people
would have wiped me out. But
there are still 22 primaries to go.

as the Student Union, he would have
wiped me out. But
there are still 22 primaries to go.

this year's DOME

by Gregg B. Bangs
Executive Editor

Lisa Moore was elected editor-in-
chief of the 1977 edition of the
DOME, the Notre Dame yearbook.

LISA MOORE
Moore emphasized that she
would work for a more creative and
expressive book instead of main-
taining the "journal of the past
year's events" format that has been characterised by the last two
yearbooks.

New year's book will be organ-
ized by sections, unlike the last two
yearbooks which were in chronolo-
gical order. "The chronological order
hasn't worked, so we're going back
to sections such as seniors, sports and student life," Moore
said.

She also stated that the student
life area would be broken up into
two areas. One reason for this
break up is to increase the number of
people working on the book.

"Right now, we only have four or
five section leaders. With more
sections, we can get more people
involved in the book," she com-
mented.

Moore plans to work in conjunc-
tion with the Observer and the
Sports in a way such as the
sharing of photographs.

She has worked on the yearbook
for the past two years and has worked on the positions of student life editor and organizations editor.

Sunday is Family Day
at The Boar's-Head!

from Noon till 10:00 p.m. on Sundays

COMPLETE HAM or
CHICKEN DINNER
$3.95

COMPLETE CHOPPED SIRLOIN or
CHICKEN DINNER
$1.75

(The regular menu is available too)

The BOAR'S-HEAD Restaurant
52885 U.S. 31 North
South Bend / 272-5478

STUDENT UNION PRESENTS

THE STING

Starring
PAUL NEWMAN
ROBERT REDFORD

April 10 & 11
7, 9:15, 11:30
Admission $1
ENG. AUD.

50th ANNIVERSARY SEASON!!!

The fabulous
HARLEM GLOBETROTTERS

TONIGHT NOTRE DAME
7:30 P.M. A. C. C.
Tickets on Sale
Daily At the
ACC, 9-5, 10-1, Dane Hall
N.D. & S.M.C.

STUDENTS, FACULTY,
AND STAFF $1.00
OFF ALL TICKETS

...S3.00

...$5.50

NOW AVAILABLE FOR ORDER
AT THE STUDENT LIFE OFFICE
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Bleier to arrive Monday

by Frank Teament
Staff Reporter

Rocky Bleier, newly elected Sen­ tor for the senior class, will visit the campus Monday, April 12, for a dinner with the senior class. Jim Ferry of the Senior Fellow Committee announced the visit yester­ day.

Bleier will arrive by plane around noon and will be greeted at the student center in line with the Senior Class officers, the college president and faculty, and student body officers.

At 2:00 p.m., he will visit Logan Center for a tour and the remainder of the afternoon visiting campus friends.

The dinner will take place in the north dining hall at 5:30 p.m. The committee urges all interested seniors to attend. All north quad seniors wishing to attend should call (219) 631-6640 and local number before 2:00 Friday.

All guests are to pay the regular price of $3. They can purchase their tickets at that time, Ferry explained.

Bleier will speak in Washington Hall at 8:00 p.m. Monday. The entire ND-SCM community is invited to attend the event.

In order to accommodate the senior class, the talk will primarily focus on directions toward sen­ ior status.

A reception at the Senior Alumni Club will follow the talk.

Bleier will also meet with the Tuesday morning by plane.

Ferry noted. "In the past the $500,000 given

Law School receives gift

A half-million dollar matching gift to the University of Notre Dame Law School by the Chicago attorney Kenneth F. Montgomery will help pay for the construction of Notre Dame law alumni at the Chicago bar association.

Notre Dame’s Law Dean David T. Link said the gift, to be matched dollar-for-dollar by other contribu­ tors, would permanently endow the Law School. The gift was accepted by the Law School in 1968 by Montgomery.

The Law School offers tuition support and stipends to outstanding law students at Notre Dame, named after Judge Roger K. Riley, a 1922 Notre Dame law graduate who is a member of the United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit, where he served until his death in 1974. A close friend of Montgom­ ery’s, a former bar association president, Link was among the National Conference of Christians and Jews and the Catholic Industrial Council. There are now seven Riley Fellows in the Notre Dame Law School, the oldest legal education facility under Catholic auspices in the nation.

University President Rev. Theo­ dore M. Hesburgh, C.S.C., stated that “this Riley gift represents an important contribution to a new era for the Law School. Notre Dame’s Law School has traditional­ ally offered a strong academic pro­ gram and has concentrated on training competent and compas­sionate attorneys. With the Riley gift, this program is evidenced by the fact that, according to American

Senior Fellow Committee announces plans

by Joe Lupina
Staff Reporter

Keni Ricci, Student Union director, called for more understanding and cooperation between Student Union and the HPC. Ricci addressed the newly-elected Half Presidents and the executive board of the Student Union.

"Despite its past accomplishments," Hesburgh continued, "our Law School today must do even more. The profession general­ ally and legal education in particular must try for out new ideas and strong leadership. It is important that a law school with Notre Dame’s background and philosophy take a more active national role in fulfilling these needs.

Bar Association statistics, the Law School has the highest percentage of graduates on the bench of any major American law school.

"Despite its past accomplishments," Hesburgh continued, "our Law School today must do even more. The profession generally and legal education in particular must try for new ideas and strong leadership. It is important that a law school with Notre Dame’s background and philosophy take a more active national role in fulfilling these needs.

Reid said the Law School will receive a pledge for $1.00 OFF A PRECISION CUT WITH BLOW HAIR CUTS, $4 BLOW STYLING, $25 OFF A PRECISION CUT WITH STYLING WITH YOUR NSID or SMIC ID.

Queen’s Castle
5453 TERRACE LANE
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday
3-6 and 9-12
PHONE 277-1691

On yes, I’ve heard you. Good enough, I know how to go back. Just look so big and strong, I bet nobody gets guts out of you.

ON OCCASION, RICHARD
DON’T WANT YOU TO TALK TOO MUCH.

RICHARD WHY DON’T YOU TALK SO MUCH.

HAD ONE TO ASK RICHARD WHAT
WHO IS THAT BIG GUY OVER THERE?

IT WAS BRING TO OUR ATTENTION THAT GIRLS TOOK USE APPLIANCE. AND WITH MUCH HIGHER SUCCESS RATES?

THE KNIGHTS
NEW CONCEPT in supplying for Men
EXCLUSIVE WASH & DRY SERVICE in
one private entrance way.

CONVENIENT free individual seating area.

COMPILED SPECIAL AND UNUSUAL SHOE
STYLES.

MEET THE PEOPLE OF THE GREAT BAR
atmosphere.

FREE SERVICE for casual cuts and
new styles.

WE PRICE OUR products.
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D THE UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE
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A Portrait of Its History and Campus
Thomas J. Schlereth

Trace the growth and development of the University:

in a way that enables the reader to re-create and to understand Notre Dame as it appeared to successive generations. Includes over two hundred illustrations.

The Ideal Gift. A great addition to your own library.

Now available at the Notre Dame Hammond Bookstore

We will be happy to send you the University of Notre Dame catalog which includes a complete list of all printings and prices of this book, and the complete list of other University publications. This catalog is sent free of charge on request.

FOREIGN CARS PARTS CO.
Parts & accessories for imported cars
for all makes at lowest prices.

-----722-7187-----

For ND Students, Faculty & Staff
10 percent discount with ID &
purchase of $10 or more.
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THE BOAR’S HEAD
A great restaurant.

The Boar’s ‘Head now has available opportunities for fulltime summer help, reduced to part-time this fall to accommodate students. Applications will be accepted between 2-4, Mon-Fri., for the following positions: Waiters, Waitresses, Bartenders, Cashiers, Kitchen Help, and Hostesses. (The Boar’s Head is an Equal Opportunity Employer)
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Food Day 1976: Purposes and Goals at Notre Dame

by Barb Robinson

On Thursday, April 8, the Notre Dame World Hunger Coalition will be joining the efforts of numerous groups across the country to commemorate Food Day 1976. Begun last year primarily by individuals interested in nutrition, the event became a catalyst in the formation of a number of American policies concerned about this issue and hunger on a global scale. A Food Day Office has been established in Washington, D.C. to support these efforts nationwide.

The purpose of these activities is twofold. American patterns of consumption, in which we are unconsciously complicit in the generation of hunger and need, must be curbed. Consequently, food production has become a massive industry with its own vested interests and avenues of profit-making entities. A mere fifty food-products are on display at this market. Like their counterparts, they also seek to influence government officials and consumers through political lobbying and advertising techniques. It is the individual who suffers, paying higher prices and losing control to a powerful conglomerate having no concern or no concern for health matters.

Within a global context, the utilization of American power on trade regulations, foreign assistance, and world-wide patterns of consumption is a fact which many governmental officials realize, but which must be discerned by citizens themselves if such an imbalance can ever be altered.

Those of us promoting Food Day are attempting to bring to public attention the need for a national policy on hunger and justice-related issues. We have persuaded the corporate impact on food eating, and seek other communities, in particular of agribusinesses that will promote our nation’s health, the profit-making ventures of a minority. It can also directly affect the community, both here and abroad, by changing eligibility requirements for food stamp recipients, and providing at least 1 percent of our GNP for developmental assistance abroad.

Clearly, Congress and Executive Branch must be persuaded to confront this challenge. If change is to occur, it must be by a vitalizing caring citizens, and brought to the attention of leaders who can influence policy.

Educing ourselves to the guidelines of nutrition and the need for a national policy is a preliminary step, however. The Notre Dame World Hunger Coalition will be sponsoring activities for Food Day on April 8, in conjunction with INPIRG. We have chosen to promote these issues within the global context of inequality. It is fruitless to separate the existence of hunger from the presence of related conditions, inadequate medical services. Similarly, we cannot view our own existence without realizing that there are many affected by our actions, many who will suffer tremendously if we choose to ignore the life within them.

Initially an agricultural nation in which individuals were nearly self-sufficient for their foodstuffs, our country has drastically changed its living patterns. Most Americans have exchanged rural living for an urban setting. Consequently, food production has become a massive industry with its own vested interests and avenues of profit-making entities. A mere fifty food-products are on display at this market. Like their counterparts, they also seek to influence government officials and consumers through political lobbying and advertising techniques. It is the individual who suffers, paying higher prices and losing control to a powerful conglomerate having no concern or no concern for health matters.

Within a global context, the utilization of American power on trade regulations, foreign assistance, and world-wide patterns of consumption is a fact which many governmental officials realize, but which must be discerned by citizens themselves if such an imbalance can ever be altered.

Those of us promoting Food Day are attempting to bring to public attention the need for a national policy on hunger and justice-related issues. We have persuaded the corporate impact on food eating, and seek other communities, in particular of agribusinesses that will promote our nation’s health, the profit-making ventures of a minority. It can also directly affect the community, both here and abroad, by changing eligibility requirements for food stamp recipients, and providing at least 1 percent of our GNP for developmental assistance abroad.

Clearly, Congress and Executive Branch must be persuaded to confront this challenge. If change is to occur, it must be by a vitalizing caring citizens, and brought to the attention of leaders who can influence policy.

Educing ourselves to the guidelines of nutrition and the need for a national policy is a preliminary step, however. The Notre Dame World Hunger Coalition will be sponsoring activities for Food Day on April 8, in conjunction with INPIRG. We have chosen to promote these issues within the global context of inequality. It is fruitless to separate the existence of hunger from the presence of related conditions, inadequate medical services. Similarly, we cannot view our own existence without realizing that there are many affected by our actions, many who will suffer tremendously if we choose to ignore the life within them.

Food Day Schedule

- 11:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. The Notre Dame World Hunger Coalition will have a booth set up on the south quad as part of the food day being sponsored by INPIRG. This booth will have many more materials explaining the food crisis, food day, other aspects of global problems, and a list of things you can do to help alleviate the global crisis.
- 2:30 p.m.-6:30 p.m. In the library, a seminar will have a discussion with a following discussion. Participants will include Jimmy Carter, Professor of Peace Studies, and students who have witnessed global injustice and inequality on a first hand basis and are willing to share their experiences.
- 5:00 p.m.-6:30 p.m. Knights of Columbus, Rice and Tea Dinner, includes films and slides concerning world hunger. This meal is open to all students on campus who wish to attend.

InPirg Plans Bazaar, Tea and Rice Dinner

InPirg at Notre Dame is planning two major activities for Food Day on Thursday April 8. Plans are underway for a Bazaar to be held in the South Quad from 11:30 p.m. until 2:00 p.m. Vendors, including health food stores, ethnic groups, nutritionists, the World Hunger Coalition, Food Service, and more, are being contacted to set up booths to pass out information on cultural and health foods, and to answer questions. InPirg, although festive in nature, should also educate us about the nutritional, ethnic, and economic aspects of Food Day. Hopefully, the Food Bazaar will provide a myriad of sights, tastes, and information to all participants.

Later in the day, a tea and rice dinner will be held at the Knights of Columbus building at 5:00 p.m. Admission will be 50 cents with all proceeds going to hunger. InPirg, along with Notre Dame’s World Hunger Coalition, is sponsoring this event to increase our consciousness of the widespread starvation and malnutrition that exists.

Both events are being publicized to the South Bend community as well as Notre Dame students. At Notre Dame, food will be served, and a chance to sit and discuss the issues, will be provided.

InPirg, with the Hunger Coalition, InPirg wants to make Food Day, April 8, 1976, a day to remember - a day that will spark interest and may lead to solutions of many problems that this area encompasses.

One of the more inspiring letters submitted in the offering of letters campaign for the Right to Food resolution conducted by Bread for the World last fall.

Hunger is but one aspect of the large problem of global inequality and injustice.
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Hunger is but one aspect of the large problem of global inequality and injustice.
Food Day ’76

Today is Food Day! Because of famine, the ending of the world food crisis and the inception of a group called the Notre Dame World Hunger Coalition (and perhaps even the beautiful spring day), last year’s Food Day was very meaningful and relevant for many of us here in this community. But Notre Dame? Perhaps Food Day 76 doesn’t seem as important. But yet there is still the injustice, the inequality and, yes, there is still even all a hunger in our world.

And we must emphasize that it is our world. This really means another world and, indeed, with its responsibilities. In our Bicentennial year, we the people of the United States and, more specifically, we the people of the Notre Dame community, face a crucial challenge requiring critical decision and, more importantly, action. For, you see, a world is only as well off as its inhabitants are and, unfortunately, the majority of our brothers and sisters around the globe are well off at all. The question then becomes: How much longer can this world of ours exist in this condition of suffering, in pain and death to continue?

We all know how easy it is to forget about the larger communality and, thus, the world to which we belong which is called humanity. Sometimes the temptation of withdrawing from this difficult world and making our own “with all the comforts of home” is very great. But yet, many have told us that it is during dark times that we can do our best work in which we could make that larger world so like that world of our own. If only we could be a bit more suffering together, how much less cruel was that less cruel than today’s world. There is a way.

In order to respond to the needs of human beings suffering from injustice and inequality throughout the world, we must first learn to see them for what they are: our brothers and sisters. They are not just figures in a picture a newspaper a magazine. They are people, like, us, who have many of the same thoughts, desires and emotions as we do. More than a few of us have had the opportunity and good fortune to come into the presence of these people as friends. Except for some remarkable and perhaps even miraculous circumstances, these friends would have equally died to vainly unknew of us. The thought of this happening to the ones we now love as their family members are simply that much more shudder and vow that we will do all we can to stop any needless suffering throughout the world. Yet, our brothers and sisters, people like us, are dying of starvation and are suffering from gross injustices and inequalities.

But this is not a fanatical appeal. Once we can really feel for these people, once we care for the suffering of others, then we must sit down and decide what we can do. Thus, our intellect as well as our emotion must be involved in this process.

It is our hope that people at Notre Dame and throughout our country can make global injustice and inequality a key issue in this Presidential election year. And it is also our hope that people here at Notre Dame, motivated by our concerns and experiences, can go along in providing dedicated and concrete solutions to this challenge. And already it is happening. Many members of the student body, the faculty and the administration as well as others who are associated with our community are deeply involved. And the ranks continue to grow as more and more continue to respond with what they do best: to talk, write and experiences such as the Wednesday fasts and, hopefully, today, Food Day ’76.

As we close out our year and collect the money, the editors and I would like to make it known that thisable is dedicated to Al Gore, who, so many of us at Notre Dame, has provided tremendous inspiration and dedication for which we and, most importantly, our brothers and sisters throughout the world are eternally grateful.

Thank you Al!

the editors

A World of Limited Resources

Carry Barrett

In the United States itself, there are millions of people in need and eligible for food stamps but not receiving them. In addition, other wealthy, industrialized nation, east or west, tolerate the kind of slums, the persistent unemployment, the lack of medical coverage, or the hunger that still characterize the United States.

Every year, United States citizens use 3 million tons of fertilizers for non-food purposes—lawns, golf courses, and cemeteries. These facts, from a recent Bread for the World fact sheet, help exemplify one of our country’s most serious problems: the food we provide for ourselves is not the food we are receiving.

When most of us think of hunger, our minds are immediately focused on the distant teeming masses of undernourished foreign country. People are "fugure ignorant of the fact that hunger exists in the land of the free, the home of the brave, the land where bread is abundant. Our country is not so afflicted by this stilling malady just do not care. I say this when the radio and TV newscasts tell us that four million tons of food are wasted annually in Arizona and the United States that the schools only serve two 5.2 million carrots of milk per day. I say this when the president of our country has to be pressured to allow hunger, if 1% of our nation’s money to be shipped overseas to feed starving people, and then proscribe, in his 1976 budget outline, to cut back welfare programs, medical, medicare, and other social programs, crippling worse those already affected.

It seems that a nation celebrating its 200th birthday would be concerned about food and make sure they all had enough to eat, just like any gracious host. But not America. We spend hundreds of millions of dollars installing colonial cobblesstones on modern streets while small children with wasted bodies and empty bellies are dying from hunger in Arizona, in South Carolina and in the slums of New York City. The record of the government in these areas reflects a strange policy on the part of the government to subsidize and provide favored treatment to large corporate farm enterprises and to squeeze out the poor farmers and the poor.

4) The rural poor, who constitute one of the largest "undeveloped countries" in the world. This reflection is not the major purpose of this essay. It is a serious problem and I refer the reader to the discussions in the National Academy of Sciences, if the existence of the rural poor to the fact that the rich must conserve and share the limited resources. But yet many of the poor everywhere have a future it must find answers to their world. The poor problem deals with the distribution of resources. The resources I speak of are finite and therefore cannot be used for only the benefit of a minority of the people if the entire human race is to continue. If we agree with the majority belief that people have a right to a live, we must certainly seek a solution to the world’s problem of unequal distribution of resources.

The natural resources that the world possesses today must provide for life, tomorrow. The demand for these resources is increasing due to increasing per capita consumption of the rich minority and the increasing population of the poor majority. By this I mean that not only are the rich minority consuming the majority of the resources, they are also demanding more resources. The demand grows on the other hand of the spectrum as well. In poor countries the governments are not providing security for their aged. In the "insure" the their needs. When the people can not provide for themselves they rely on their family for their needs. Due to the high death rate in these countries it becomes necessary to have many children in order that there will be enough around to support their parents in their parents in their old age. This need for support by dependents increases the need for resources. The growing population demands more and more of the world’s resources.

Although the demand for the world’s 9% of the world’s population supply decreases. A limited supply of non-renewable resources, the world’s energy resources, coal, oil, for instance, is a major source of energy, the oil is decreasing and coming dangerous to those growing newer. In addition, a limited supply of these non-renewable resources, there are also limited recharge rates of renewable resources. The hydrological and biogeochemical cycles operate on a limited rate of return. These cycles provide essential re- sources to sustain modern societies and civilizations. The supply of resources is both limited and necessary for human existence. According to the National Academy of Sciences, if the world’s resources were being used only to fullfill human needs, the earth’s theoretical carrying capacity would be around 33 billion people. However only one billion people can be supported at one time at the present United States standard of living. There is a major concern of mass throughout his existence. Where is this concern when the poor majority live twenty years less and have an infant mortality rate two times higher than the rich majority? A basic reason for this inequality is the distribution of resources. Of the 60 million people thought to be alive in 2076, one million will die because they will not have enough to eat. Along with the death due to starvation, many more will suffer malnutrition sufficient to permanently impair their resistance to disease, mental growth and ability to help themselves. Through social, economic and political channels we can improve educational, economic and health conditions of the poor.

To solve the problem of inequal- ity on an interdependent planet, the rich must conserve and share the limited resources with the poor. Those resources that supply our wants could be used to supply their needs. Through better understanding of the world it is today we can prepare for the children of tomorrow.

"It is my hope that if we develop a new concern for the current situation in this current world we will begin to create a better world as America's 200th birthday and the earth's 2000th birthday."

(continued on last page)
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following article by Mary Blessing Heshberg, President of the Notre Dame of New York, was published in the New York Times on Feb. 4.

The daily collection at the Notre Dame and St. Mary's dining halls is being continued this semester by Al Sundeg at Notre Dame, and of course by Mike Barry's. The money collected is being sent to five international relief and development agencies. The agencies are: Catholic Relief Services, CARE, UNICEF, OXFAM, and Church World Services. These agencies were selected because of their low administrative costs and their proven efficiency in self-help development projects. While trying to provide for the immediate needs of the poor in emergency situations, these agencies concentrate their resources toward long-term development projects. These projects consist of integrated programs dealing with all aspects of development including food and nutrition, agriculture, family planning, health, and education.

Since the collection began in September, over $11,000 has been contributed by the Notre Dame-St. Mary's Community.

Food Day Summary

11:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. - Booth on south quad/Food day bazaar
2:30 p.m.-4:30 p.m. - Seminar discussion entitled, "Personal Experiences in Underdeveloped Countries" in library auditorium
5:00 p.m.-6:30 p.m. - Rice and tea meal open to the campus at Knights of Columbus building
8:00 p.m. - Discussion, "An Unequal Chance" in the Hayes Healy Building
10:00 p.m. - Campus-wide mass in Sacred Heart Church

Food Day and Food Policy

doug Allen

For most of us, food policy is something dished out from on high: by distant government, impersonal grocery chains, and failed multinational corporations. Helping set food policy is the role of a game that regulate the supply, distribution, quality and price of food in other cities and towns. In response to our own needs, we can teach that years of school probably failed to teach: that policy is set by people; that it is something we should serve somebody in interest; and that it might as well serve us for a change. Food Day to be held on April 8th, is a day for participation, and through it, winning back control.

On April 17, 1975, the first Food Day was celebrated nationwide with teach-ins, workshops, community gardens, fasts and other consciousness-raising efforts. Last year the Notre Dame World Hunger Coalition sponsored a rice and tea meal, Mass, and speakers on the campus level, and helped organize many community action and consciousness-raising projects in the South Bend community.

We expect Food Day '76 to be observed throughout the nation in a manner similar to last year and the Notre Dame World Hunger Coalition will have at least three important projects this semester. They have organized a petition and have trained about thirty coalition members to speak on global issues at grade schools, high schools, churches and businesses. Chris Britten is their liaison with the schools. Forty-five students in Barry's class, Freshman Field Population, and Energy will also be used as a part of their coursework. Workshops are conducted by Barb Robinson, T. Mary, and Mary Kissner and are under the direction of Professor O'Leary. There consist of movies, handouts, and personal accounts of experiences of people in the Third World. Workshops are open to all coalition members and those interested. Mary Kissner and Mary Robinson are in charge of restaurants and coffee talk. Winners of the best essay, "Shall we ever put food on the table?" will be announced at the Food Day celebration.

The coalition would like to join together once a month to discuss ideas and share concerns in a Vegetarian meal. The first meal is scheduled for May 4th, and organized by Rayne Carroll-Quinn and John Kerswolla. Members will be asked to tell others who work separately on many diversified projects to enjoy such delicacies as quiche, tortaine, wheat-berry casserole and carob brownies.

Jill Pasquello, Coalition secretary, needs help with a major project. She is compiling fact sheets and handouts on personal accounts of experiences of people in the Third World. Workshops are open to all coalition members and those interested. Mary Kissner and Mary Robinson are in charge of restaurants and coffee talk. Winners of the best essay, "Shall we ever put food on the table?" will be announced at the Food Day celebration.

St. Mary's has become increasingly involved in the coalition this year. Their thirty-six members, with SMC commissioner Barry Aske are preparing such projects as a dinner hall for five hundred poor persons, sponsored by the SMC faculty and staff. To mark Food Day, Apr. 8th the dining hall has agreed to contribute a donation to hunger for every student who fasts. This fast is being coordinated by Mary Kay Schlos- ter, Myra Carson, and Kathy Carrigan.

The Notre Dame World Hunger Coalition: Students for World Concern: All of us. The number of people who will partake in the fast will continue to grow. We will only have one small group of people who will partake in the fast. This fast is being coordinated by Mary Kay Schlosser, Kathy Carrigan, and Kathy Carrigan.

"No Strings Attached"

"...Then, too, we considered a revised resolution setting up a special fund providing a channel through which, hopefully, the oil producing countries as well as the exporting nations would contribute enough money and expertise to, oh, say three or four years, begin really massive shipments of..."
World Hunger: Current Legislation

by Sue August

The ND-SMC World Hunger Committee was formally conferred on the latest developments in Congress concerning hunger-related legislation. This is especially important in our minds. The Senate is the key committee currently being debated which can be influenced by senators who have the power to vote on this bill. The debate about what to do with the food stamp program is a very important and controversial issue.

The Senate Agricultural Committee has reported a food stamp reform bill to the floor of the Senate which would cut benefits to low working people and recently unemployed, while doing nothing to help the poorest take advantage of the program. Write your senators and congresswoman urging them to support amendments which would eliminate the purchase requirement so that more of your key legislators could participate and raise the income eligibility guidelines to assure assistance to all who need it.

Because of the relation between hunger and unemployment we should be following the lead of the Hawkins-Humphrey full employment legislation of the Reagan government to generate employ- ment for all U.S. citizens seeking jobs. Write to your congresswoman and senators concerning employment for all 3 percent below the poverty line.

For those of you concerned about hunger and poverty in and influencing legislation. Here are a few areas you may want to join Bread for the World which is the only major bipartisan legislative report (Bread for the World, 235 23rd St., New York, New York 10017, annual membership is $10.)

Bread for the World, a Christian citizens action movement, is a non-profit which entitles ordinary citizens to consult with Congress and other government leaders regarding U.S. policy matters that vitally affect hungry people, now offers a $5 student membership and a $25 campus group plan. The latter will place up to five students on an invitation list allowing each to receive all Bread communications (newspapers, newsletters, phone calls and special updates) regardless of their congressional district affiliation. (Regular members receive communications which are sent only to members in their own state.) This enables the five person nucleus to inform other students when specific issues unrelated from their particular states or congresspeople are to be discussed. Members can then organize across CEM lines at low cost.

HUNGRY AMERICA

(continued from Editorial page)

morality rate and the lowest life expectancy of any group in the U.S. In the midst of the ignorance and seemingly endless struggle at all levels there are attempts being made to help alleviate the misery of our nation's hungry. Two such programs are the Food Stamp program and the Meals on Wheels program.
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Sweeney's is closing

For years it had been a gathering place for returning alumni and Notre Dame students

Thomas O'Neil

Sweeney's Shamrock has celebrated its last St. Patrick's Day. The famous Irish Bar, rich with its Notre Dame history, will be closing sometime in the next few months, according to its owner, Mary Sweeney Looney, because of South Bend's Urban Renewal policies.

The lease expires on August 1, and Sweeney's should be closed sometime before then. The threat of Sweeney's possible closure has been around for the past eight years, she explained. The city of South Bend building inspectors, after surveying the building, have determined that repairs would be necessary or else the building would have to be condemned. The owner of the building, who lives in Florida, is uninterested in putting in $10,000 to $15,000 to make the necessary repairs. Therefore, the building will be torn down. It is expected that a parking lot will replace the building.

Sweeney's, however, has enjoyed an important place in Notre Dame's history. For decades, it has been a meeting place for ND Alumni and students. Mary Sweeney Looney recalls that often young men would come in and tell her that their fathers had told them to stop at Sweeney's whenever they were in town. "There are no other bars with our tradition," she explained. "People come in here from all over the country and keep coming back. It's the sort of place you come back to."

It has been claimed that Sweeney's was the first Irish bar to open on St. Patrick's Day, and the first place in the city to serve beer in pitchers. It's beginnings go back to the period shortly after prohibition, and a few years after Rockne's death. It was founded by Mary's first husband, Paul Sweeney, and a friend he worked with on the South Bend News-Times, Bob McNerny, who each paid $500 towards its founding. It's original name was "McInerney and Sweeney's," and about its possible failure as a successful business enterprise, McNerny once commented, "If we can't sell it, we can always drink it.

But it's eventual popularity is history now, although McNerny's death a few years after the bar's opening, caused Paul and Mary Sweeney to purchase the other half of the business from McNerny's widow, and to rename the place Sweeney's Shamrock. Sweeney himself died in 1958. His wife married Charles Looney in 1961.

Mary recalled the war years when servicemen made up a large number of Sweeney's customers. Anyone in uniform was eligible to buy liquor, she explained, and whenever a service man left his name and address with her, she would send them cigarettes and candy each Christmas.

"It was during the War that we first had an organism play regularly here." Mary recalled. "Roy Gravel was the original organist, and he was responsible for installing the complete sound system we used." Gravel, however, was blind, she noted, and eventually committed suicide a few years after his beginning at Sweeney's.

South Bend's City Hall had been next door at one time. Mary recalls the times she would call the policeman from the Police Station in the City Hall's basement to help her tap a keg or assist in other matters. "We were kiddingly referred to as the Democratic Headquarters," she explained.

But the bar's growing popularity increased the need to make repairs. In 1961, Sweeney's was the first place in South Bend to install the complex sound system which is displayed on the wall, and a large blow up picture of the bartender with pictures of past ND football stars. The Four Horsemen presented Mary Sweeney Looney with an autographed photo of themselves which is displayed on the wall.

"It's during the War that we first had an organism play regularly here." Mary recalled. "Roy Gravel was the original organist, and he was responsible for installing the complete sound system we used." Gravel, however, was blind, she noted, and eventually committed suicide a few years after his beginning at Sweeney's.

In 1964, Sweeney's became a meeting place for Notre Dame Alumni and fans throughout the city. "Our most crowded times in the past have been on home football weekends when the alumni gather here to meet old acquaintances, and on St. Patrick's Day." Mary explained herself being a Notre Dame football fan who has missed only two home games in the past thirty-five years.

The walls inside Sweeney's are decorated with pictures of past ND football stars. The Four Horsemen presented Mary Sweeney Looney with an autographed photo of themselves which is displayed on the wall, and a large blow up picture of the four.

Sweeney's is expected to close within a year. URBAN redevelopment has threatened to close the bar every year for the last 8 years, and Mary saw no need to invest more money in its existence in view of its possible, and indeed most probable, closing.

There has been a marked decline in the numbers of Sweeney's patrons since 1968. The other factors contributing to this are its distance from campus and the nearness of its recently-sprung competition—such places as the Senior Bar, Nickie's, etc.

Lastly, Mary Sweeney Looney has confessed her wish to retire.

"There is a hope I have that Sweeney's will not be closed forever," she noted. "I have placed the ownership of Sweeney's up for sale at a very reasonable price in hope that someone might buy the name and all the property inside the bar and move everything somewhere else. I would like to see some students take it up and continue a wonderful tradition."

For the present, however, no one has agreed on the purchase of Sweeney's. For months now some of its patrons have voiced their disbelieve or disappointment at the possibility of this Notre Dame-South Bend "Institution" being closed forever.

As she spoke about the history of Sweeney's, Mary occasionally paged through old photographs and other assorted memorabilia she has collected from being a part of Sweeney's Shamrock so long. Among her keepsakes are some Notre Dame yearbooks signed by the graduating seniors of a particular year who belonged to those who frequented Sweeney's.

"Some of the boys still send me flowers on either Mother's Day or St. Patrick's Day," she said. "It's going to be hard for me not to be sentimental about losing the place," she concluded. "But I suspect I'll always miss it at a great deal."
Graduate Student Union announces future activities

by Mary Rathbun
Staff Reporter

In an interview yesterday out-
going Graduate Student Union
President Margaret Grounds and
Vice President Dan Roy urged
graduate students to submit the
names of their departmental repre-
sentatives before April 15. GSU
by-laws allow each department one
representative to represent
graduate students.
New representatives will attend
weekly meetings beginning April
15 and will elect next year’s officers
by May 5.
Grounds announced that stud-
ents interested in running for the
offices of GSU president, vice
president and secretary-treasurer
should submit their names to Gail
Herndon, elections committee
chairperson or to a departmental
representative.
Reflecting on the importance of
active representatives and officers,
Grounds said, “The GSU is the
only representative body that gradu-
ate students have to state their
views.”
Roy added, “The main problem is
different administration but manu-
ally the graduate students are not
willing to work for programs that
benefit them directly.
Both officers stressed the need
for graduate students to inform
representatives of their concerns.
“We can never follow our original
channels to get problems
solved. I cannot think of one issue
in which the university has refused
to respond,” said Grounds.

Despite near collapse last year,
this year’s GSU program has been
tremendous. Grounds stated that
GSU has invited speakers from the
library faculty and secretary-treas-
er to lecture series and workshp
on job-hunting. GSU officers and
Vice President for Advanced Studies, Robert Gordon, also
procured social room for graduate
students near the town house
project on Bollu Road. “The
GSU has committed $1,000 and the
Office of Advanced Studies has
allocated $12,000 for this meeting
room.” Grounds said. She antici-
pates that the room will be used to
expand informal education among
graduate students.

Looking forward to next year,
Grounds and Roy hope to see a
repeat of an orientation for new
graduate students. Last summer a
committee published a booklet with
information about the campus,
housing, stores and recreation in
the community.

Commenting on the role of
graduate students in their depart-
ments, Roy remarked, “Philosophy
now has graduate students present
at interviews of potential faculty
members.” We would like to see
graduate students have more input
into, departmental decision-mak-
ing.”

This year’s GSU program ends
with a lecture on Apr. 21 at 8 p.m.
in the Library Auditorium. Father
James T. Berchicki, university
provost, will speak on the role of
the graduate student at Notre
Dame.

InPBR applicants receive positions

InPBR at Notre Dame did not hold elections for the Board of
Directors on April 6 as planned. There were several appli-
able on the Board of Directors, and only seven applications
were received.

The following persons will com-
pire InPBR’s Board of Directors for 1976-1977: David Carlyle,
a junior from Desmon, Iowa; Joseph
Turek, a freshman from Glenview,
Illinois; Julie Ingbert, a sopho-
more from Flossmoor, Illinois;
Timothy Hake, a junior from Ft.
Wayne, Indiana; Ed Zaporoski,
a freshman from Chicago, Illinois;
Jeffrey Hitter, a freshman from
Kenosha, Indiana; and Chris Nickle,
a freshman from Chicago, Illinois.

Any questions? Call 283-7638 or drop your questions off at
the Ombudsman office on the second floor of LaFounte.

ND campus considered one of nation’s prettiest

by Jim Jeshey
Staff Reporter

The campus grounds have been
undergoing spring clean-up recent-
ly under the supervision of Donald
Swain, supervisor of grounds main-
tenance.
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Involves in this spring work, among other jobs, is repairing
the damage done by the snow. The
peak areas to improve appearance
are also being worked on. Swain
said that 90 per cent of the
grass has been cut across the
lawns.

Swain remarked, “If students
wanted to care for the lawns they
would not have to reseed so much.
Maybe if they will take the time to
places to play sports, but they still
play on the grass”, explained.

Swain commented that Marshall
Hall voted to stop walking across
the campus grounds by the
students.

Faculty Senate opposes change of
departmentals

(continued from page 11)
Advanced Student Affairs Commis-
sion.

By a vote of the Senate, a
committee will request a meeting
in consultation with the dean of the
administration in order to discuss
the University retirement plan. According to a recent report
prepared by the Senate Committee of Advanced Student Affairs, Faculty, Notre Dame’s retirement program compares unfavorably with those of other
universities.

Officers to be elected

The Senate adopted an amend-
ment to its by-laws, which includes
the immediate past-president
to the Senate as an official member of the Executive
Committee, providing he is still a member of the Senate.

The Faculty Senate will hold its
final meeting of the year today,
Monday, May 4, at 4 when the
time officers will be appointed
and the standing committees will
be elected for next year.

The observer Thursday, April 8, 1976

THE OMBUDSMAN SERVICE
Monday to Friday 9:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Monday thru Thursday 9:00 p.m. to midnight
Sunday 9:00 p.m. to midnight

Q. Is there any place on campus where I can get my bike repaired?
A. No, there’s no place on campus that repairs bikes but there are
several good bike repair shops in South Bend: Har’s of Bicycles on
E. McKinley (679-4992) and Ray’s Bike Shop on Western Ave.
(287-7267).

Q. Why aren’t there any course description booklets for registration?
A. There were a lot of complaints about the course description
booklets last time they were put out. In response to these
complaints, an article was put in The Observer asking for people
who were interested in helping on the booklets. There were no
responses. At the present time, the booklets are going through a
revamping process and will be published for the next registration
period if enough people are interested in helping with this, contact Mike
Feen in 302.

Q. I am confused about when I’m supposed to register for next
semester. What exactly are the dates for registration?
A. Pre-registration for majors is taking place this week. Registrations
open on Monday, April 5. If you will be a junior in the fall, you can
register on Friday and sophomores-to-be can register on Monday 12 and Tuesday 13.

PAPERBACK BOOK SALE
50% off cover price
SELECTIONS ARE ON THE
SPECIAL SALE TABLES
NOTRE DAME BOOKSTORE
1 Mile North of NOTRE DAME on US 33 North
THE RUDYARD KILPING EPIC
I NOW
The Man Who Would Be King
Special Family Adults $15/S
Bargain Matinees! $1.50 Some Low
Sat-Sun ‘til 5pm Child $1 Prices
Either Show
Box Office 1pm

BILLA SHED
EVERYONE WELCOME!
THIRD FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
FRIDAY AT 5:15 p.m.
Mass followed by dinner

FORUM CINEMA I & II
1 Mile North of NOTRE DAME on US 33 North
The Baltimore Colts now find out that the only problem with a winning season in a last draft choice. Joe Thomas makes its decision. Backfield Buddy Guiney of Wyoming. Dallas also needs a running back and picks Bubba Kennedy. The Cowboys ship away from Sunny Collins because of the problems at Kansas City this year. New England uses their third pick to obtain some blocking for the offense of Joe Washington. The most important thing is that New Orleans, in the market for defensive linemen, chooses second overall. Joe Novak’s size but his desire has been questioned. Kevin McClain. McClain should play middle linebacker, moving Randy Newhouse to back up Mike Barlow of Louisiana Tech. Los Angeles also picks a tight end. David Hill of Texas A&M. Pittsburgh then closes the first round the way it began, selecting a quarterback. This year’s Steeles have injuries problems with Joe Green and comic problems with Ernie “Fats” Holmes. Selmon should alleviate these to some extent.
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Irish track program on the move

by Musie Towl

When one looks past the revenue sports of football, hockey and basketball, the concept of trying to enourage of varsity sports is seen to be somewhat daunting. But the Notre Dame program that carries a reputation of the humanities comes in the middle of a similar program. However, some critics may ques tion whether or not these "other" varsity sports are worthy of the weight in enhancing Notre Dame's wide-scope of sports. This is why the recruiting efforts of teams of recent years under the watchful eye of the public has taken on a positive note of support. But, how about the track program, for example? It made a dramatic showing in the first week of action, at the Notre Dame Relays. The first-year track coach Joe Plane is in his first year at Notre Dame and offers some of his own views.

The Notre Dame track program is in its second year, one getting its share of the national spotlight. At the present time, we are a very young team in the eyes of the public, of a rebuilding "sage," he said.

Substantial changes in the Notre Dame track program have taken place in recent years, one involving a decrease in the number of varsity teams. The number of varsity sports is seen to be a significant key, if the athletic program is to carry the Notre Dame name to the public.

Soccer: club wins to stay

by Chip Scandal

The Notre Dame soccer team was the first to oppose the Irish this weekend, as it rolled over Illinois Benedictine, 8-1. The club is now 9-1-2 on the season and has taken out last weekend by a margin of 7 to 2. A 3-1 win over Massachusetts last week, the Irish exploded for three goals in 11 minutes and it is a point on the game was never in doubt. Jim Donovan tallied first and John de Mesquita converted an assist and Tom Moloney and Mike Khan added two assists.

The Irish have been small in number, but their accomplishments speak for them.

N.Y. gets Csonka

NEW YORK AP - Star fullback Larry Csonka returned to the National Football League Wednesday, signing with the New York Giants in a coaching spree with Bill Arnsparger.

Arnsparger had been an assistant at 1:20 p.m. from the star running back helped the Dolphins to Super Bowl championships in 1972 and 1973. Since then, both had left Miami - Arnsparger for New York and Csonka for the ill-fated World Football League.

The announcement by the Giants Wednesday was a stunned shock for the war for the one-time Dolphins' star. The biggest theme of the week was Csonka's contract, a theme that came out a little bit late.

The terms of Csonka's contract with the Dolphins were not immediately known, but it was known that he was due to earn a 30 percent raise, or $100,000. He had been demanding a multiyear contract as part of the package. He was due to earn $400,000 a year.

He was then signed to the deal.

Mike Maloney

Iowa City - The Golden Gophers won their second consecutive gemstone, Bill Veiek, claims that he would get a win to win a game. With both teams' offense not too strong, the Gophers come out on top.

The Gophers have been strong on defense, but the offense has been average. But the Gophers come out on top of the game.

The Gophers have been strong on defense, but the offense has been average. But the Gophers come out on top of the game.

East

Boston: The Ferguson Jenkins deal should allow a bolst of offense and defense to the Gophers. Thegame was very close, but the Gophers come out on top.

The Gophers have been strong on defense, but the offense has been average. But the Gophers come out on top of the game.

Cleveland: The pitching is still a question mark. Can Dennis Eckersly continue to pitch like last season when he was the top rookie pitcher in the league? Can Pat Dobson win 20 games? Staying out of a major slump is important, but there is no question many marks to tell how good this club is.

Track coach Joe Plane is hopeful of building a strong track program at Notre Dame. [Photo by Tony Chiarl]

Red Sox to repeat?

Bettor: If the prospects are good for this promising young staff, Jack Hiller is an excellent reliever, but the rest of the Tiger pitchers are unimportant. On defense the infield is solid, but the outfield lags range. The addition of Rusty Staub has to help this club. If the Tigers can't improve on last year's 97-102 record, they'd better fold.

Writers: The Brewers are a team with a competitive edge. The Brewers are a team with a competitive edge. They are a team with a competitive edge.

Lansas City: The Royals have a strong pitching staff with the possible exception of a southpaw in the bullpen and a great defense. But for the Royals, the name of the game is hitting and they are led by John Mayberry, the MVP. The defense is in their hands and the Angels have improved themselves at the bat. The single most important factor to this club is speed. They can run on anyone and do. If the Angels can find another fourth starter to join Nolan Ryan, the Angels could be dangerous. The Angels have found another fourth starter to join Nolan Ryan, the Angels could be dangerous.

California: The pitching is strong up front with Frank Tanana, who is another Koufax. But the relief pitching is shaky and the defense is weak. Led by Len Stanton, Bobby Bonds and Bill Melton, the Angels have improved themselves at the bat. The single most important factor to this club is speed. They can run on anyone and do. If the Angels can find another fourth starter to join Nolan Ryan, the Angels could be dangerous. The Angels have found another fourth starter to join Nolan Ryan, the Angels could be dangerous.

Minnesota: The Twins starting staff is strong, but the bullpen is pitiful. The defense is in their hands and the Angels have improved themselves at the bat. The single most important factor to this club is speed. They can run on anyone and do. If the Angels can find another fourth starter to join Nolan Ryan, the Angels could be dangerous. The Angels have found another fourth starter to join Nolan Ryan, the Angels could be dangerous.

West

Oakland: Charlie O. shocked everyone in the baseball world with his Jackson-Holzman trade, but he knows what he's doing. The deal leaves the starting staff somewhat depleted, but still strong, with Vida Blue, Stan Bahens and Mike Torrez. The Oakland bullpen is the best in the game with Rollie Fingers leading the way. The A's hitters won't impress you with their averages, but they clutch hitches. Add this to a good defense and you have another Oakland divisional flag.
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Minnesota: The Twins starting staff is strong, but the bullpen is pitiful. The defense is in their hands and the Angels have improved themselves at the bat. The single most important factor to this club is speed. They can run on anyone and do. If the Angels can find another fourth starter to join Nolan Ryan, the Angels could be dangerous. The Angels have found another fourth starter to join Nolan Ryan, the Angels could be dangerous.

Iowa City: The pitching is strong up front with Frank Tanana, who is another Koufax. But the relief pitching is shaky and the defense is weak. Led by Len Stanton, Bobby Bonds and Bill Melton, the Angels have improved themselves at the bat. The single most important factor to this club is speed. They can run on anyone and do. If the Angels can find another fourth starter to join Nolan Ryan, the Angels could be dangerous. The Angels have found another fourth starter to join Nolan Ryan, the Angels could be dangerous.

Minnesota: The Twins starting staff is strong, but the bullpen is pitiful. The defense is in their hands and the Angels have improved themselves at the bat. The single most important factor to this club is speed. They can run on anyone and do. If the Angels can find another fourth starter to join Nolan Ryan, the Angels could be dangerous. The Angels have found another fourth starter to join Nolan Ryan, the Angels could be dangerous.

West

Oakland: Charlie O. shocked everyone in the baseball world with his Jackson-Holzman trade, but he knows what he's doing. The deal leaves the starting staff somewhat depleted, but still strong, with Vida Blue, Stan Bahens and Mike Torrez. The Oakland bullpen is the best in the game with Rollie Fingers leading the way. The A's hitters won't impress you with their averages, but they clutch hitches. Add this to a good defense and you have another Oakland divisional flag.

Lansas City: The pitching is strong up front with Frank Tanana, who is another Koufax. But the relief pitching is shaky and the defense is weak. Led by Len Stanton, Bobby Bonds and Bill Melton, the Angels have improved themselves at the bat. The single most important factor to this club is speed. They can run on anyone and do. If the Angels can find another fourth starter to join Nolan Ryan, the Angels could be dangerous. The Angels have found another fourth starter to join Nolan Ryan, the Angels could be dangerous.